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Abstract. Privacy is a major concern in large of parts of the world
when exchanging information. Ideally, we would like to be able to have
fine-grained control about how information that we deem sensitive can
be propagated and used. While privacy policy languages exist, it is not
possible to control whether the entity that receives data is living up to its
own policy specification. In this work we present our initial work on an
approach that empowers data owners to specify their privacy preferences,
and data consumers to specify their data needs. Using a static analysis of
the two specifications, our approach then finds a communication scheme
that complies with these preferences and needs. While applicable to on-
line transactions, the same techniques can be used in development of IT
systems dealing with sensitive data. To the best of our knowledge, no
existing privacy policy languages supports negotiation of policies, but
only yes/no answers. We also discuss how the same approach can be
used to identify a qualitative level of sharing, where data may be shared
according to, e.g., the level of trust to another entity.
1 Introduction
Privacy is a major concern in large of parts of the world when exchanging in-
formation. While we do not have control over, how our data is used in the real
world, we would ideally like to be able to have that kind of fine-grained control
about how information that we deem sensitive can be propagated and used in
the cyber world. Privacy policy languages have been developed to this end, but
it is not possible to control whether the entity that receives data is living up
to its own policy specification. Techniques such as proof-carrying code enable
servers to assure of properties of client code, but not the other way around.
In this work we present an approach that empowers data owners to specify
their privacy preferences, and data consumers to specify their data needs. Our
approach then finds a communication scheme that complies with these pref-
erences and needs. Instead of relying on the data consumer to obey the data
owner’s preferences, this approach does only enable interactions that guarantee
that the data is treated accordingly.
Using our approach, data owners specify whom they trust, and which items
they want to share, with whom, and at which quality. If no sharing is specified
for a specific entity, the trust hierarchy is queried, otherwise, sharing is prohib-
ited. Data consumers specify their own trust hierarchy and the data they request
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at which quality. The quality of data is an important feature of our approach;
it describes not only sharing/not sharing, but also shades in between these ex-
tremes. A picture, for example, can be shared in many different shades of quality,
making it more or less useful to the recipient.
Based on the specifications, a resolution engine tries to identify a series of
interactions that result in the exchange of the requested data, either directly, or
at least as “functional” sharing. Functional sharing results in the data consumer
obtaining the same information, just not the underlying data. For a credit card,
for example, it would be possible to verify payments, but not to obtain the actual
card number.
To the best of our knowledge, no existing privacy policy languages (PPLs)
support this kind of negotiation of policies. Policy matching usually only checks
that the data consumer’s intentions of data usage and obligations are compliant
with the data owner’s preferences. While most PPLs are very powerful, we believe
that our approach can be added to most of them to introduce policy negotiations;
we are currently working on developing such an extension.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. After a brief discussion
of privacy policy languages in the next section, we present an overview of our
framework in Section 3, followed by our approach to specifying data sharing
preferences and data needs in (Section 4). These specifications are the input to
the generation of joint strategies described in Section 5, followed in Section 5.2
by some considerations about the quality of shared data. Finally, we discuss the
application of our approach to software system development in Section 6 and
conclude the paper in Section 7 with an outlook on future work.
2 Privacy Policy Languages
Privacy policy languages (PPLs) [1] aim at representing an entity’s policies in a
computer-readable format, especially to make them available for policy enforce-
ment. These languages exist both for data owners and data consumers, so that
they can be employed to check whether a given web site lives up to a users pri-
vacy preferences or not. PPLs come in many different formats and with differing
features, which makes them hard to compare [2].
The World Wide Web Consortium’s (W3C) Platform for Privacy Preferences
(P3P) aimed at representing websites’ privacy policies in machine-readable for-
mat [3, 4] in the P3P Preference Exchange Language (APPEL) [5]. Similar ap-
proaches exist for business-to-business communication [6], organisations’ privacy
concerns [7], and more generally access control languages [8]. Recent develop-
ments include the PrimeLife Privacy Language [1, 9] and the Accountability
Policy Language (A-PPL) [10].
To the best of our knowledge, neither of these languages supports negotiation
of policies, but only yes/no answers. The PrimeLife Privacy Language [1,9], e.g.,
supports policy matching, but this matching does only check that the data con-
sumer’s intentions of data usage and obligations are compliant with the data
owner’s preferences. While most PPLs are very powerful, we believe that our
approach can be added to most of them; we are currently working on developing
such an extension.
3 Guaranteeing Observance of Privacy Specifications
In this section we describe the overall framework for our approach. The individual
components will be described in more detail in the next sections.
The goal of the framework (Figure 1) is to ensure that data owner and data
consumer agree on a communication protocol that guarantees that the data
owner’s privacy preferences are observed, and that the data consumer’s need for
data is fulfilled. The main observation is that in many scenarios data consumers
require a functional property of the data, not necessarily the data itself. For
credit cards, for example, the essential information is not the credit card number,
but the authorization for a payment.
Our framework consists of the data owner, the data consumer, and potentially
a number of other components that are used, e.g., for replacing data exchange
with authorization exchange as in the example described above. Figure 1 shows
the overall structure and the involved phases in our framework:
1. The data owner starts with requesting a service from a data consumer.
2. The data consumer requests in turn some data from the data owner, e.g.,
credit card data or address.
3. The data owner replies with a privacy policy specification for the data re-
quested. The data consumer combines its data needs with the data owner’s
privacy policy specification to compute a least upper bound, which observes
the privacy specification and the data needs.
4. The data consumer sends back the protocol identified by the policy engine.
The data owner checks that the protocol observes the privacy policy speci-
fication and initiates the protocol.
In each step any of the two parties can either cancel the communication if the
step fails, e.g., if the data owner does not want to share the requested data or if
no acceptable protocol can be found, or can shortcut the framework, e.g., if the
data owner has no restrictions on sharing the requested data.
The essential component in our framework is the resolution engine, which
takes the privacy policy specification from the data owner and the data needs
specification from the data consumer, and generates a protocol that guarantees
that the data owner’s privacy preferences are observed, and that the data con-
sumer’s need for data is fulfilled. For credit card data this could result in using
a trusted third party such as the credit card issuer.
The resolution engine is obviously part of the trusted code base; both the
data owner and the data consumer, as well as other entities participating in
the communication, must trust the engine. However, just as with proof-carrying
code, each entity can check that the protocol identified by the resolution engine
obeys the entity’s preferences.
data owner
1 - request service
2 - request data
3 - send privacy spec














Fig. 1. Framework for guaranteeing observance of privacy specifications. The dark
arrows show the flow of control, the gray arrows the flow of information.
Another possibility in our approach is to allow shaded sharing of information,
where data is shared fully with certain data consumers, not shared with other
data consumers, and possibly in shades with others. An example application of
shaded sharing are pictures, which a data owner might want to share in high
resolution with family members, not at all with unknown entities, and in a low
resolution with not so close acquaintances.
Before initiating the protocol from the resolution engine, the all entities can
check whether the protocol proposed by the resolution engine actually complies
with its privacy policy specification. Similar to proof carrying code [11], checking
compliance of a protocol with preferences is easy. This step guarantees that
data is only shared with parties approved by the data consumer, in a shading
according to the privacy policy.
4 Specifying Preferences and Needs
In this section we describe the specification of privacy preferences and data needs
by the data owner and the data consumer, respectively. These specifications
are the input to the resolution engine, which generates a joint strategy that
guarantees that the data owner’s privacy preferences are observed, and that the
data consumer’s need for data is fulfilled.
In our current work, the specification of the data owner’s privacy preferences
consists of the user’s data items, a hierarchy of the user’s trusted entities, and a
mapping from entities and items to shade of sharing. The data consumer’s data
needs are currently a pair of required data item and minimum level of shading,
and a hierarchy of trusted entities. In all cases specific items and users can be
abstracted by classes, e.g., a specific image could be replaced by the class “jpg
file” or “image”.
4.1 Data Owners’ Privacy Preferences
In its privacy preferences, the data owner can specify, whom to share which data
with in which quality. This specification is split up in three parts:
– A definition of the data owner’s data items or classes of such items;
– A hierarchy of the data owner’s trusted entities; and
– A mapping from entities and items to the level of shade when sharing the
item with the entity.
The items are represented as elements of a set of strings that represents data and
classes of data. As explained above, data can stand for any kind of information
at the data owner, and the class names are assumed to come from an ontology
that is shared between data users and data consumers.
The hierarchy of trusted entities is a directed, acyclic graph with the nodes
representing entities and the directed edges representing the trust hierarchy. An
edge (a, b) represents that b is more trusted than a, and that everything that will
be shared with a also will be shared with b. The set of entities is extended with
two special elements ⊥,> 6∈ Entities that represent the untrusted or unknown
entity (⊥) or the completely trusted entity (>).
Finally, for each item and entity, the mapping share returns the shade of
sharing for this item with this entity as a number between 0 and 1, with the
Items ⊆ Data ∪ Classes
Trust := (N = Entities ∪ {⊥,>}, E = {(s, t) ∈ N ∪ {⊥} ×N ∪ {>}|s 6= t}∧
6 ∃0 ≤ k : {(si, ti) ∈ E, 1 ≤ i ≤ k|∀1 ≤ j ≤ k : sj = tj−1 ∧ s0 = tk}
share : Items × Entities → [0, 1]
share(i, e) :=

1 , if item i is shared with e without restrictions
0 < x < 1 , if item i is shared with e at level x
0 , if item i is not shared with e
Table 1. Specification of data owners’ privacy preferences. The trust component is
a directed acyclic graph between nodes representing entities or the untrusted (⊥) or
completely trusted (>) entities. The sharing level is specified as a number between
0 and 1, with the extremes representing no sharing (0) or unconstrained sharing (1),
respectively. The semantics of the values in between depends on the kind of item; for
images it might represent the quality of the file shared.
extremes represent no sharing or unconstrained sharing, respectively. The se-
mantics of the values in between depends on the kind of item; for images it
might represent the quality of the file shared, for credit card data it may be
undefined or require rounding, assuming that this data is shared or not.
4.2 Data Consumers’ Data Needs
The data consumer specifies in its data needs, which data in which quality it
requires to perform an operation. Like the privacy policy specification of the
data owner, this specification is split up in three parts:
– A definition of the data consumer’s data items or classes of such items;
– A hierarchy of the data consumer’s trusted entities; and
– A mapping from items to the required minium level of shade when the item
is shared by an entity.
The specifications of items and trust are identical for the data consumers’ and
data owners’ specifications.
Finally, for each item, the mapping need returns the minium required shade of
sharing for this item as a number between 0 and 1. The meaning of the extremal
values are optional element (0) and mandatory element (1). As discussed for the
sharing specification, the semantics of the values in between depends on the kind
of item; all values represent a minimum quality of the shared data.
Items ⊆ Data ∪ Classes
Trust := (N = Entities ∪ {⊥,>}, E = {(s, t) ∈ N ∪ {⊥} ×N ∪ {>}|s 6= t}∧
6 ∃0 ≤ k : {(si, ti) ∈ E, 1 ≤ i ≤ k|∀1 ≤ j ≤ k : sj = tj−1 ∧ s0 = tk}
need : Items → [0..1]
need(i) :=

1 , if item i is required
0 < x < 1 , if item i is only required at level x
0 , if item i is optional
Table 2. Specification of data consumers’ data needs. The items and trust components
are shared with data owners.The need component specifies the required level of sharing
as a number between 0 and 1, with the extremes representing optional and required
elements. As before, the semantics of the values in between depends on the kind of
item.
data consumer
need = {(creditcard , 1)}
data owner
share(shop, creditcard) = 1
Table 3. Example specification for sharing of credit card information. Since the data
owner is willing to share the information with the data consumer, this will result in
direct communication.
data consumer
need = {(creditcard , 1)}
trust = {(⊥, bank), (bank,>)}
data owner
share(shop, creditcard) = 0
share(bank, creditcard) = 1
trust = {(⊥, bank), (bank,>)}
Table 4. Example specification for sharing of credit card information. In this case, the
data owner is not willing to share the information with the data consumer, but with
the bank, which is trusted by both parties.
The specification of need can easily be extended to take other factors into
account, e.g., the entity sharing the data to enable personalized requirements,
or a time factor to make the required quality dependent on the time since, e.g.,
the last authentification of the entity.
5 Generating a Joint Strategy
As mentioned in the previous section, the resolution engine is at the centre of
our approach (Figure 1), as it guarantees the consolidation of the data owner’s
privacy policy specification and the data consumer’s data needs. The main goal
of the resolution engine is to map direct data sharing that is not permitted by
the data owner’s privacy policy to indirect data sharing, e.g., with a third party.
In general, any entity participating in a data exchange can trigger the protocol
negotiation, e.g., this could also be the data consumer.
The resolution engine takes a data consumer’s data need specification and a
data provider’s privacy policy specification, and translates them into a constraint
graph that contains entities as nodes and items as data. Table 3 and Table 4
illustrate this in two cases for the credit card example. The data need specifi-
cation states that the shop requires the credit card data from the customer. In
the first specification, the data owner is explicitly mentioning the shop and is
willing to share the credit card information. However, the privacy policy in the























Fig. 2. Resulting graphs for the example specifications from Table 3 and Table 4. In
the left hand graph, the data owner shares the credit card data, so the resolution engine
finds a circle that fulfils the data consumer’s data need. In the right hand graph, the
data owner does not share the credit card data. As a result, the resolution engine adds
the bank node, since it is trusted by both the data consumer and owner, the edge of
sharing the credit card, and eventually the edge back to the data consumer, indicating
that here, only “functional” sharing is possible. The labels on the arrows indicate,
which part of the privacy preference specification caused this edge to be added.
The resolution engine works lazily from the node representing the data con-
sumer. Based on the data need, the entity from which the data is requested is
added together with an edge. The resolution engine then searches for direct or
indirect edges from the data owner to the data consumer. In the resulting graph,
the resolution engine identifies all cycles, and computes their sharing sum, where
edges from the data consumer count positive as obligations for the data owner,
and edges from the data owner count negative as fulfillments of obligations.
Figure 2 shows the two graphs resulting from the example specifications
in Table 3 and Table 4. The left hand graph represents the example where the
data owner is willing to share the credit card information, while the right hand
graph represents the result of several iterations. In the first iteration, the sum of
the circle is not 0, since the data owner does not want to share the credit card
information with the data consumer. As a result, the resolution engine adds the
bank node, which is trusted by both parties. In the general case, this step may
add several nodes, that lead to a node that transitively is shared by both parties.
Since the data owner is willing to share the credit card data with the bank, this
edge is added, leading to a situation where an edge is missing from the bank
to the data consumer. Since the data consumer trusts the bank, the resolution
engine adds a “functional” sharing edge from the bank to the data consumer,
completing the circle and the sharing.
5.1 Properties of the Generated Protocols
The generated protocol is by construction acceptable by the data consumer
and data owner (if a protocol is found). This fact is easily established by the
translation mechanism from specifications to graph, and easily checked by the
two parties once the protocol is shared.
If the privacy preferences of data consumer and data owner are compatible,
then a direct communication will be generated and approved by both parties.
Compatible preferences are those where either the unshaded exchange is permit-
ted and requested, or where the data owner is willing to share data at a level
that is larger or equal to the level requested by the data consumer.
If the two preferences are not compatible, then the resolution engine will
attempt to find parties that can provide the functional properties of the data; in
the example above, this would, e.g., be the information that there are sufficient
funds on the account.
In the generated protocol, direct sharing is translated to communication of
the data in question. Functional sharing can be translated in patterns that keep
the data in question private, in the case of the bank this could, e.g., be an au-
thorization system, where the customer receives a token from the bank, forwards
it to the data consumer, who uses it to check with the bank that the requested
amount is available.
5.2 Quality of Data Sharing
An important property of our approach is the ability to specify the quality of the
data shared, or the shade of sharing. As discussed above, possible values are from
[0, 1], and range from no sharing, represented by 0, to complete or untampered
sharing, represented by 1. The values between 0 and 1 do not have a predefined
meaning beyond that an increase in sharing is represented by an increased value.
The meaning of values is first defined in relation to the kind of item being
shared. For images, it might be the quality or the size of the shared picture,
such that high shades result in close to perfect pictures, and low shades result in
distorted versions of the picture. For data, often only 0 and 1 may make sense,
even though values in between might represent that only part of the data is
shared or requested, like for example in the case of credit card numbers, where
only the last 4 numbers may be requested. The usefulness of this information
depends again on the kind of data shared.
6 Guaranteeing Privacy in Software Systems
While our approach considers items and communicating parties in, e.g., e-com-
merce systems, the approach fits equally well the development of software sys-
tems and guaranteeing privacy in the resulting system. When considering privacy
in software systems, the data items in the discussion above are translated to the
data the system is working on. The data consumer and data owner are, e.g.,
translated to caller and callee, or data store and computation method.
Consider, for example, a robust versus a fragile implementation of a queue [12].
The fragile version would share a direct pointer to the information stored in the
queue, giving the consumer of the pointer direct access to the data. The robust
version, on the other hand, would select a token from a large token space, and
would internally map the token to the real address of the data item in question.
In principle, this is exactly the same situation as the credit card scenario de-
scribed above: the pointer to the information is the credit card, the data owner
is the queue algorithm, and the data consumer is a method that creates a queue.
Since the pointer gives direct access to the information stored, the data owner
should not want to share this information; instead, a hash map can be used to
hide the concret information.
The same holds for limitting the risk that parts of an application pose towards
properties of data such as availability or consistency. The data designer attaches
negated criticality values to the data, and data sinks are annotated with the
maximally acceptable level of criticality at each sink. If in the application there
is a data flow from a highly critical piece of data, e.g., of .9 translated to .1, to
a sink with a lower level, e.g., .5, then flow would trigger an alert.
By specifying, which level of such properties is required by parts of an appli-
cation,
We are currently working on identifying several such analogies between data
privacy and ensuring privacy in software systems. Patterns such as the token
that hides the concrete information can be generated automatically just like the
functional sharing of credit card data. Also here we do not really require the
concrete address of the data, but only a handle to obtain the information stored
at the address.
7 Conclusion
In a world that increasingly depends on automated software systems that handle
large parts of our sensitive data, we would like to have fine-grained control about
how our sensitive information is handled, and where it might end up. Privacy
policy languages cannot enforce that data recipients actually use the data in the
way they have specified.
We have presented an approach that does not overcome this limitation, but
that empowers data consumers and data owners to specify what they need and
what they want to share; our framework then finds a protocol for exchange of
this information that obeys the data owner’s privacy policy specification, and
fulfils the data consumer’s data needs.
Using our approach, data owners specify whom they trust, and which items
they want to share, with whom, and at which quality. If no sharing is specified for
a specific entity, the trust hierarchy is queried, otherwise, sharing is prohibited.
Data consumers specify their own trust hierarchy and the data they request at
which quality. A resolution engine uses these specifications to compute a protocol
that filfils all specified requirements and constraints. Currently, the generated
protocol exchanges data either correctly (or in some shade), or as functional
equivalent, where the data consumer does not get access to the data but only to
its functionality – functional sharing results in the data consumer obtaining the
same information, just not the underlying data. For a credit card, for example, it
would be possible to verify payments, but not to obtain the actual card number.
For email addresses, it would be possible to send the email through a relay server,
but not directly.
7.1 Future Work
We have started to explore the quality of shared data. Instead of sharing/not
sharing, parties in our approach can specify more fine grained how the want to
share data with whom. We are currently working on modelling more systems for
shades of sharing, also to develop a hierarchy of different shades to be applied.
We also look at extending the specification of needs, for example, to add situ-
ational dependencies based on time or actor, and to add functional properties
to share, not just the data itself. Last but not least we are currently looking at
a re-implementation of our system in JIF [13], to compare our approach with
information flow.
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